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official publication of the Department of the Army, providing
information for all soldiers assigned to combat and combat
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approved by the agency responsible for the equipment,
publication or policy discussed. Application of the information
is optional with the user. Masculine pronouns may refer to both
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t’s up to unit commanders to decide how many

copies of PS their units need. But here’s a suggested

minimum number of copies per unit:

PS Magazine . . .

Maintenance units may need more than the mini-

mum. And headquarters offices might get by with

just one or two copies.

If you’re getting too many copies of PS and some

copies are tossed in the trash, you should reduce

your requirements. If maintenance and supply types

aren’t getting enough copies—add a few.

Once you’ve determined how many copies you

need, your pubs clerk can visit the US Army Publish-

ing Agency’s web site at:

http://www.usapa.army.mil/
Once there, he’ll go to the Army Publications Or-

dering and Subscription System. Then he’ll select

Publications Ordering System, go into Subscription

Add/Change/Delete and follow the instructions.

PS is IDN 340312. He’ll put the number of copies

you want to get each month in the Quantity block.

Pubs clerks can also use the Customer

Support Subsystem (CSS) software. This

is available on the Army Electronic

Library CD-ROM, EM-0001. Then e-mail

subscription requirements to:
usapa@pubs.army.mil

Remember, take all you want, but want all you

take.
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By Order of the Secretary of the Army:

DENNIS J. REIMER
General, United States Army Chief of Staff

Official:

Office/Activity Quantity
CO and XO  . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

First Sergeant  . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Supply Sergeant  . . . . . . . . . . 1

Commo Chief  . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Arms Room  . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
NBC NCO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

PLL Section  . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Maintenance Section  . . . . . . . . 5

Operators/Crew  . . . . 1 per 5 soldiers



hen blowing sand meets oil, hy-
draulic fluid, grease or filters, there are
problems ahead for equipment.

In the desert, keep an eye on hy-
draulic cylinders, brake master cylin-
der caps, air cleaner elements and oil
filters... anything that is lubed, contains
lube, cleans lube or filters air.

Lubing
Too little lube causes parts to lock

up. But too much lube catches sand
and turns into sandpaper. Reach a com-

Desert Operations . . .

Shield dipstick from blowing sand

Check the inside of the cap, open-
ing, dipstick and fill port before re-
placing the cap. Clean away as much
sand as possible.

Clean cover before removal

Because sand gets into everything,
cut oil change intervals in half. That
way, sand-contaminated oil has half as
long to cause component damage. For
instance, if the LO says to change oil
every 12,000 miles, change it at 6,000
(or whenever the AOAP lab says).
Change the oil even more often if con-
ditions are really bad.

Before opening any cap, whether it
protects oil, brake or transmission fluid,
wipe the sand from around the cap and
then position yourself to block blow-
ing sand from the opening.

conditions. For example, turntables for
cranes and mortars should be kept clean
of lube.

Hydraulic cylinder rods, which are
lubed automatically during use, should
be wiped off at every shutdown. Sand
on the rod cuts seals, causing leaks.

promise and lube more often, but with
less lube. There should be little excess
left outside a relief valve and seal.

External surfaces that normally need
lube need little or none at all in desert

PS 560 3

heh heh!�
now it's time�

to clog filters�
and gum up�

lube!

Do not lube turntable

Wipe hydraulic cylinders after use
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ere’s the truth about three electric
light problems on FMTVs:

Trailer Lights Not Working?
If trailer lights don’t work after

you’ve hooked up, check the tie wrap
around the P53 wiring harness at the
rear of the truck.

The tie wrap can be too tight, pull-
ing the plug out of the connector.
Loosen the wrap, push the plug into
the connector and the trailer lights
should come on. If not, troubleshoot.

4572-S
Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles . . .

Red
indicates
plugged
filter

If it’s your mechanic’s job to service
the filter, make sure he does. He can
use an air hose to blow away stubborn
dirt and sand. If the restriction indica-
tor still shows red, the filter must be
replaced.

Never leave lids off grease and oil
containers. Sand gets in the cans if the
lids are off, and then gets inside your
equipment. Likewise, before plugging
in the grease gun, wipe off the grease
fittings. That keeps dirt and grit that
sticks to old lube from being forced
into a fitting.

Filters
Sand in an air or oil filter may mean

a contaminated system. Stop the sand
before it gets inside. When you pull
lube services at shortened intervals, ser-
vice or change the filters, too.

Protect oil containers from sand once
they are opened and shelter the funnel
from blowing sand when oil is added
to components. Once the sand is in the
oil, the only fix is changing oil and
replacing the filter.

All air cleaner elements need to be
cleaned at least daily in the desert—
sometimes more often.

Watch your vehicle’s air restriction
indicator. If it shows red, stop operat-
ing the equipment. If your -10 TM al-
lows, remove the filter and tap it to
knock out most of the sand and dirt.
Never bang it against anything hard
like a rock or tire. That can damage
the element and make it worthless
against sand and dirt.

surfaces and the terminal lug to get rid
of the corrosion that’s dimming the
light. If you don’t, the light will burn
out.

Check
for loose
electrical
connection

PS 560 4

hey,�
why aren't you�
guys clogged�

up?

you're�
no match�
for good�

pm!

these�
light problems have�

me in the dark,�
molder.

the truth�
is right here,�

skulky!

Left Headlight Dim?
If your truck sports a dim left head-

light, check the ground screw. Remove
the screw and nut from the bracket
above the headlight. Clean the mating

Wayward Juice?
If you turn on the headlights and the

windshield wipers come on, check for
a bad ground on the right side com-
posite light.

Remove and clean the left-side screw
on the back of the light. After rein-
stalling the screw, check your head-
lights. If the wipers still come on,
troubleshoot.

Remove
and clean
terminal
lug and
mating
surfaces
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ecause the HEMTT’s battery box
sits directly over the vehicle’s air res-
ervoirs, it’s in your best interest to cor-
ral battery corrosion before it spreads.

If corrosion gets on the air reservoir
fittings, it may not be long before you
lose air pressure. You don’t want that
to happen on the highway.

M977/M985 HEMTT Cargo Trucks . . . HEMTT . . .

n a hurry to use the material han-
dling crane on your M977 or M985
HEMTT cargo truck? When aren’t you
in a hurry, right?

Well, slow down enough to com-
pletely raise the mast, then make sure
the boom is clear of the cargo bed be-
fore you rotate the crane. If you don’t,
at best you’ll damage the cargo bed

the crane proximity switch is a likely
target. The sensor is no match for steel.

If the mast on either HEMTT isn’t
raised completely, the shaft can catch
and bend the cargo bed panel. Take the
time to make sure everything has
cleared the panel top before rotating
the boom.

Extend
boom all
the way
before
rotating

Put mats under batteries . . .

. . . and under hold-down straps

The mat comes in a 1 x100-ft roll,
so you can cut whatever size piece will
do the job.

Covering the bottom of the box is
always a good idea, but putting some
pieces under the hold-down straps will
soak up any boil-over from the battery
caps before it has a chance to run down
to the box bottom.

Use electrical ties to hold the mat on
the straps. Get a bundle of 100 ties
that are 61/2 inches long with NSN
5975-00-074-2072.

The best way to prevent battery cor-
rosion from spreading is to use a bat-
tery mat, NSN 6160-01-389-1966, un-
der the batteries and under the hold-
down straps.

stop before�
the mast hits�

my bed!

hey!�
yer leakin'�

acid all over�
my fittings!

sorry,�
i guess i�

need a good�
mat!

panel, and at worst you can break crane
components.

In addition, if the M977 mast is
raised just enough for the boom
straight shaft to clear the panel, then

Hitting bed panel can damage
crane proximity switch

PS 560 6 JUL 99
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alking a lineup of M101- and
M116-series 3/4-ton trailers carrying
generators often reveals that some of
them don’t have a rear leg to stand on.

Look closely and you’ll see that
many of the legs were ripped off be-
cause drivers forgot to stow them be-
fore moving the trailer.

Replacing the leg and hardware with
kit, NSN 2590-01-179-9080, costs
about $100. Then there’s the body work
to put everything back the way it was.
Just the adjustable leg alone, NSN
2590-00-439-6288, costs about $100.

So, stow the leg before you move
out and save the money.

urpleheart is the word—and
wood—to keep in mind when you
replace the decking on the 40-ton
lowbed semitrailer.

Purpleheart is a tropical wood that’s
stronger and more durable than
the boards you use now. It resists
both rotting and ultraviolet rays, and
repels water. It requires little or no
maintenance.

Purpleheart is a harder wood, so a
carbide blade is needed to cut it. Same
goes for drilling holes. Drill bits will
need carbide tips. Order purpleheart
with NSN 5510-01-454-8568. The unit
of issue is board feet (BF). Each board
that you get will measure 16 feet
4 inches long x 97/8 inches wide x 17/8
inches thick. So, each board equals
27.21 BF.

As more and more tactical vehicles get heavier towing shackles to meet air
transport regulations, more and more trailer safety chain hooks have to be
replaced. The original hooks are just too small for the heavier shackles.

Do not try to work around the problem because that defeats the purpose of the
safety chains.

Replace the old chain hooks with hook, NSN 4030-01-438-1803. It works on
the larger shackles and is
easy to install.

Cut the trailer chain’s last
link or remove its removable
link. Discard the old hook.
Install the new one with its
pin and cotter pin.

Lunette-type Trailers . . .

Large Shackles vs Small Hooks

M101/M116-Series Trailers . . .M870/M870A1 Semitrailers . . .

The minimum order under this NSN
is 250 BF. You need 325 BF to com-
pletely re-deck one trailer. Here are the
boards you need to do the job:

Number Width Lengthof boards (inches)
4 73/8 7 feet 1/2 inch
2 5 7 feet 1/2 inch
4 73/8 16 feet 3/8 inch
2 51/2 16 feet 3/8 inch
2 53/4 13 feet 7 inches
2 415/16 13 feet 7 inches
4 415/16 16 feet 3/8 inch
2 415/16 2 feet 9 inches

. . .need new slip hooksHeavier towing shackles. . .

don't�
forget about�

me!

use purpleheart�
wood, nsn 5510-01-454-8568,�

to replace the planking�
on your semitrailer.
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M870A1 Trailer Wrench, Handle
Get the truck wrench and handle for M870A1 trailers with these NSNs:

Truck wrench—NSN 5120-01-292-9849
Wrench handle—NSN 5120-01-134-9422

The part number info for Items 1 and 2 on Page C-3 in TM 5-2330-378-14&P is wrong, too.
The wrench is TR9 and the handle is TR5.

M900-Series Tankers Grease Retainer
NSN 5330-00-933-4198 gets the grease retainer for the 5,000-gal fuel tanker’s hub and
drum assembly. The parts info shown for Item 8 in Fig 32 of TM 9-2330-356-24P is wrong.

M172A1 Semitrailer Brake Drum
NSN 2530-00-204-3214 gets the brake drum for the 25-ton semitrailer. The NSN is missing
from Item 20 of Fig 16 in TM 9-2330-211-14&P.

M989A1 HEMAT Tie Rod Nuts
NSN 5310-01-361-1144 gets the tie rod nuts for the HEMAT trailer. The nut is Item 3 in
Fig 17 of TM 9-2330-383-14&P but the NSN is not listed.

M796 Bolster Trailer Support Assembly
NSN 2590-01-186-5896 gets the retractable support assembly for the M796
bolster trailer. It’s the same assembly used on the -A1 model shown as Item 1 in Fig 21
of TM 9-2330-287-14&P. The assembly for the basic M796 model, Item 1 in Fig 20, is no
longer available.

briefly,�
here are some�
tips on taking�

care of trucks�
and their�
trailers.

great!�
short stories�
for the long�

haul.

Item Part NSN

2 Chamber, 2530-01-301-3033air brake
3 Clevis, rod end 5340-01-355-8612

10 Chamber, 2530-01-288-4052air brake

M989A1 HEMAT Brake Parts
Mechanics, some of the NSNs for the
M989A1 Heavy Expanded Mobility
Ammunition Trailer’s air brake parts have
changed. Note these new numbers in Fig
13 of TM 9-2330-383-14&P:

M149A2 Water Trailer Tanks
All M149A2 water trailers should now have stainless steel tanks. If your trailer still has
a fiberglass tank, turn in your old trailer, and request a trailer with the steel tank, NSN
2330-01-108-7367. The new trailer is free to Army units. Non-Army units should add a fund
cite for transportation costs in the Remarks block of the requisition.

M872A3 Semitrailer Brake Shoe Kit
NSN 2530-01-179-7640 gets a brake shoe kit for the 34-ton flatbed trailer. The kit includes
two shoes with linings and everything needed to do a brake job on one wheel. This kit
takes the place of Items 2 through 10 in Fig 14 of TM 9-2330-359-14&P.

M915A1 Brake Shoe Kit
NSN 2350-01-437-3324 gets a front axle
brake shoe kit (including linings) for the
M915A1 tractor truck. The kit shown as
Item 8 of Fig 83 in TM 9-2320-283-24P is
no longer available. DS can get just the
brake lining kit by asking for PN 807167
CAGE 52304 from RIC S9C on a DD Form
1348-6. The kit has eight linings and
enough rivets to do one front axle.

Tire Repair Change
Rubber buffing fluid, NSN 2640-00-157-
0112 (quart), and rubber buffing solution,
NSN 2640-00-403-5539 (gallon), are no
longer available for use in tire repair. Use
buffing solution, NSN 2640-00-138-8324
(16-oz can), instead.

M1000 HET Breather
The hydraulic breather for the M1000 HET
semitrailer’s gooseneck is back in the
system under NSN 2805-01-136-5611. The
breather, which now carries part number
ASP3BV, is Item 5 in Fig 89 of TM 9-2330-
281-24P.

10 JUL 99 PS 560 11 JUL 99
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M2/M3-Series Bradleys . . .

3. Flush off the alcohol with clean wa-
ter from the squirt bottle.
4. Dry the windows by wiping lightly
in a single direction with clean lens
paper. Wiping in multiple directions

ith all the vibration that comes from
operating your M2/M3-series Bradley,
you wouldn’t think any more shaking
is needed.

You’d be wrong, too.
Vibration loosens the hardware hold-

ing the turret fan box in place. There’s
only about one inch of clearance be-
tween the box and the turret wall, so
even a little movement can let the tur-
ret catch on the box and rip it loose.

That’s why you should reach over
and give the box a good shake before
every operation. If it’s loose, tell
your mechanic so he can snug up the
hardware.

M2/M3-Series Bradleys . . .

Water stream cleans away dirt

2. Soak a lens tissue, NSN 6640-00-
285-4694, in isopropyl alcohol, NSN
6810-00-753-4993, and clean the win-
dow with light pressure. If you don’t
have any alcohol, use lens cleaning
solution, NSN 7930-00-664-6910.

Use lens tissue
soaked with alcohol

smears the window and increases the
chance of damage to the protective
coating.

Between cleanings, keep your night
sight shipshape like this:

 Wipe off dried mud or dirt by wet-
ting the surface first. That’ll prevent
surface scratches.

 Never scrape ice off the window.
The protective surface will come off
with the ice.

 Keep tape and other adhesives off
the night sight. Homemade protective
covers may keep the night sight safe
during the day, but the coating is ru-
ined when you try to pull them off.

 Keep dirty rags and cloths away
from the windows. Grit and oil will
scratch and smear the window.

 Never spray high-pressure water on
the window during vehicle cleaning.
That separates the reflective coating
from the glass.

Shake fan box to check for loose hardware
✦

✦

✦

✦

✦

time to�
clean your�

integrated sight�
unit.

when you're�
finished. the only�

thing i'll be able to�
see is that you�
used the wrong�

stuff!

the fan�
box should�

be shaken, not�
stirred.

he special coating on the integrated
sight unit of your Bradley has to be
cleaned to get the most from your night
sight.

If you don’t clean it the right way,
though, you won’t be able to see
squat—at night or otherwise. Here’s
the right way to clean:
1. Rinse the window with clean water
from a squirt bottle until all loose par-
ticles are gone.

PS 560PS 560 12 JUL 99 13
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rewmen, remember to drain your MLRS after every washing to prevent
water buildup in the hull.

If you forget to drain, the water level will rise until it shorts out the diodes on
the 1W30 cable, NSN 2590-01-104-9148, and the 1W31 cable, NSN 2590-01-
104-9146. Since those cables control the fuel pumps, your vehicle won’t be
going very far.

Once the hull’s completely drained, be sure to close and tighten the drain
plugs, NSN 4730-00-010-3867, before you drive the vehicle. If they’re not
closed tight, the plugs can work loose and fall out.

Clean the plugs before you install
’em, too. Wipe off any mud or sand
that might keep the threads from mesh-
ing properly.

Before you screw in the plugs, lightly
coat the threads with caulking com-
pound, NSN 8030-00-297-0600. That’ll
hold down corrosion and keep the plugs from sticking in place.

MLRS . . .

echanics, when it’s time to drain the antifreeze from the M113A2 carrier’s
thermostat housing, you’ve got a real mess on your hands. . .and on the
engine...and on the ground.

There’s just not enough room to slip a pan under the housing’s straight pet-
cock. So when it’s opened, antifreeze
runs all over the place.

You can prevent that mess by re-
placing the straight petcock with a 90o

petcock, NSN 4820-00-293-3669, and
hose adapter, NSN 4730-00-555-1152.

Then, when you’re ready to drain
the housing, attach a 5-ft to 6-ft piece
of rubber tubing, NSN 4720-00-847-
1710, to the adapter and open the drain
valve. The antifreeze flows through
the hose and stays off the engine.

Just make sure you drain the anti-
freeze into a suitable container and dis-
pose of it properly.

M113A2 FOV . . .

Drain plugs in place and tight?

there,�
don't you feel�

better?

not until�
you drain the�

extra water out�
of my hull!

yuck!�
there's got�

to be a better�
way to drain the�

thermostat�
housing!

Replace
straight
petcock...

...with 90°
petcock
and
adapter
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hile it’s not the same as slaying a Hydra, recovering a disabled vehicle is still
a heroic task for your M88A2 Hercules.

Here are a few problems to “head” off before they come back to bite you:

Oil Changes
The Hercules uses CAT 10 oil in its transmission, not OE/HDO-10 like the

M88A1. Use the wrong oil and the transmission can seize up. Get a quart

M1A1 Tank Warning Light
Crewmen, eyeball the OVERHEAT SPONSON

IN and OVERHEAT SPONSON OUT lights
on the tank commander’s panel. These lights

came from the factory with yellow covers, but
they’re supposed to be warning lights, not

caution lights. Ignoring the lights could result
in an NBC filter fire. If the lenses are yellow,

get your mechanic to replace them with
red covers, NSN 6210-00-176-4954.

M1A1 Cotter Pin
Use NSN 5315-01-390-7088 to get new cotter pins for connecting the
spent ammunition frame to the screen guard in your M1A1 tank. The part
number listed for Item 154 in Appendix G of TM 9-2350-264-20-2-4 is
now 12387310-71.

M88A2 Recovery Vehicle . . . of CAT 10 with NSN 9150-01-424-
7696, 5 gallons with NSN 9150-01-
424-7692, and 55 gallons with NSN
9150-01-424-7698.

There’s also a change for the hy-
draulic system. The Hercules uses FRH
instead of OE/HDO-10. Use the right
stuff or the hydraulic system could
burn up.

And don’t forget that FRH is poi-
sonous. FRH can be absorbed through
your skin, so wear protective clothing
and oil-resistant gloves when you
handle it. It’s also a good idea to wash
your hands with soap and water after
working with FRH.

Auxiliary Winch
When the Hercules is used as a brake

vehicle during towing,the auxiliary
winch gets covered with mud and
water thrown by the towed vehicle.

That leads to corrosion that can ruin
the winch.

Units at Ft Hood use homemade cov-
ers to prevent this problem. Their can-
vas shop makes a bag-shaped cover
large enough to fit over each winch. A
drawstring pulled tight keeps the cover
in place.
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behold!�
i have vanquished�

the evil hydra!

nice�
work, herc. now�

how about taking�
on some real�

labors.

this�
is not a�

test!

Uncovered winch is
exposed to mud and water



G/VLLD . . .

Trigger Housing
Never use the trigger housing as a

handle. If the housing breaks, you have
a G/VLLD needing major repairs.

Cover
Cover the G/VLLD when you’re

not using it. The fan and trigger are
magnets for dust—and you can’t clean
them. If they get too dirty, forget
lasing.

Traversing Unit
Feel its azimuth gimbal for dirt or

rough spots that will make fluid track-
ing difficult. Clean off dirt with a tooth-
brush and cloth. Smooth rough spots
with crocus cloth, NSN 5350-00-025-
7935. Then, put a light coat of CLP on
the gimbal to make tracking smooth.

Feet
Use a toothbrush to clean the tripod

foot pads where the pin moves in and
out. Then give the pins a light coat of
CLP. Do the same with the connecting
rod threads. If the pads and rods bind,
it makes it difficult to adjust the tri-
pod. The threads can be stripped and
the feet knocked off. Smooth rough spots

Cover G/VLLD as much as possible

When you remove the battery, be sure
to pull the locking pin completely out
before you pull down the battery. Oth-
erwise, you break the bracket.

A light coat of GAA or CLP helps
the locking pin move smoothly.

If the bracket breaks off in one piece,
stick it back on with super glue.

Clean and lube foot pins

what's�
wrong?

you guys forgot�
how sensitive i am!�

how can you expect me�
to target in this�

condition?

Fit battery bracket in first

he ground/vehicular laser locater
designator (G/VLLD) is sensitive to
rough treatment. A few knocks or jolts
is its ticket to major repairs. So handle
your G/VLLD with extra care.

Battery
The battery pivot bracket breaks eas-

ily. A broken bracket makes the bat-
tery unusable. Always lay the battery
so the bracket’s up.

Install the rear of the battery first so
that the bracket locks in place. Then
push the other battery end into place
until you can push in the locking pin.
If the pin won’t slide in easily, reposi-
tion the battery and try again. Don’t
force the locking pin. That can break
the bracket.
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Coat exposed metal with WTR,
then wipe before firing

MICLIC . . . M198 Towed Howitzer . . .

Complete AVLM mounting instruc-
tions can be found in Appendix J in
the -13&P.

Secure MICLIC with beveled washers

with sandpaper every time the gun is
fired!

here's�
how to keep�

your miclic in�
place and�

safe!

lube�
attracts�

me!
i guess�

we'll stick�
around here�
for a while.

i hope�
they wipe�
the extra�

lube off my�
cannon before�

firing!
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Sand also ruins the wiper seals. When
the seal is lost, there’s nothing to hold
in the oil. Your howitzer is down for
the count.

When you’re finished firing and the
gun tube has cooled down, remember
to put more WTR on the cannon tube.

perators, the lubrication instruc-
tions in TM 9-1025-211-20&P are
pretty specific about what you’re sup-
posed to do when the dry film lube
wears off the cannon tube on your
M198 towed howitzer.

You’re supposed to clean the exposed
area with crocus cloth and then apply
WTR to keep rust from setting in.

If you take your howitzer to a desert
environment, though, you’ll have to go
one step further.

WTR attracts sand like a magnet. So
before firing the gun, wipe off the WTR
with a cloth. If you don’t, the sand and
WTR gunk up inside the bearing unit.
That’s like rubbing the cannon down

You will also need eight 3/4-in
beveled washers, NSN 5310-01-317-
0480, to mount the I-beam to the C-
channels. The U-bolts need eight 5/8-in
beveled washers, NSN 5310-01-373-
6951.

f your unit is mounting the mine
clearance line charge (MICLIC) on the
armored vehicle launched bridge
(AVLB) chassis to make it an AVLM
(M for MICLIC), you sure don’t want
it to work loose.

That’s what will happen if you don’t
use all the right mounting hardware.
The mounting rails require four U-
bolts. The bolts can’t be ordered, but
must be fabricated locally from 3/4-in
medium carbon steel rod (AISI 1040-
1045). The instructions are on Page G-
17 in TM 9-1375-215-13&P (Oct 97).

Then, make sure you use all the
washers required.

The deck bolts require six 1-in bev-
eled washers, NSN 5310-01-284-6395.



M139 Mine Dispenser . . .

Backing Up
Always use ground guides to back

up the Volcano. There’s no other way
to do the job safely. Don’t forget that
the Volcano sticks out a foot over the
back of the truck. Volcano rails and
controls are banged up if you don’t
allow for that.

Ground It
If the Air Volcano is parked in the

hanger, be sure to ground the helicop-
ter. That protects the Volcano from
static electricity.

No lights? Try
replacement fuse

down. If the display doesn’t light, screw
in the replacement fuse that’s part of
the DCU. If that doesn’t light up the
DCU, tell your repairman.

No lights? Turn BRIGHT dial

Cables
Easy does it when you hook up the

cable to the dispenser control unit
(DCU) and the racks. The connectors
have pathways and must be mated just
right. If you force the cable on, you
bend pins and get BIT faults.

Don’t try to hook up cables wearing
gloves. Your hand needs to be as ma-
neuverable as possible.

If you’re dealing with the Air Vol-
cano, use the adapter connector. Install
the adapter to the rack port and then
mate the cable to the adapter. That
makes mating easier.

DCU
Before you operate, push the DCU

breather valve to make sure it’s not

sticking. A sticking valve will let mois-
ture build up in the DCU and cause
electrical problems. Your repairman can
fix a problem valve.

If the DCU indicators don’t light,
don’t panic. Turn the BRIGHT dial
clockwise. It may have been turned

Breather valve sticking?

you’ll have firing problems and built-
in test (BIT) faults. The easiest way to
clean the connectors is to blow them
out with an air hose at the end of op-
erations. Wiping them out with a dry
cloth works, too. Keep the rack covers
zipped in place to protect the racks
when you’re not operating.

how�
may i serve�

you, oh mighty�
volcano?

good�
pm!

Blow breech connectors clean

Locking
pins in
place?
Lanyards
attached?

Rack
Keep the rack breech connectors

clean. If they become dirty or corroded,

f you expect your Volcano to spew
mines freely, you Volcanic crewmen
need to pay your respects to the PM
gods. Here’s what they demand:

Locking Pins and Lanyards
If the Volcano is missing even one

of its locking pins, it’s NMC. It’s dan-
gerous to operate with missing pins.
The launching rack could come apart
during firing. Check for every pin—
and look for pin lanyards, too. If a
lanyard’s missing, the pin soon will
be. Report missing pins and lanyards.
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perators, your 6K forklift will lift
as long as you want it to lift if you
treat it right. Here are some ways to do
just that:

Starter Switch Reminder
The STARTER-RUN CONTROL

switch is at knee level when you sit in
the cab. An accidental bump pushes
the switch to STARTER. If it’s left in

6K Variable Reach Forklift . . .

130G Grader . . .

A Step in the Right Direction
Visit any engineering battalion and you’ll see road
graders with banged-up cab steps.

Those steps take a hit when the grader’s blade cuts
a V-ditch, when the blade is raised, or when it’s
turned for travel. That’s because the end of the blade
is under the cab. Operators can’t tell when it’s about
to snag the step and tear it off.

Unit mechanics can replace the old step with a
rubber step assembly that bends forward and back-
ward to keep from getting banged up or ripped off.

Eyeball Para 3-19 of TACOM’s EIR Digest TB
43-0001-39-8 (Mar 96) for info on how to install the
new step assembly.

If you don’t have a copy of the TB, see your
TACOM LAR or write to MSG Half-Mast.

against the tensioners when the boom
is extended or retracted. All that rub-
bing wears holes in the hoses.

Once enough fluid leaks out, there’s
not enough hydraulic pressure to oper-
ate the boom.

Have your mechanic stop the rub by
wrapping a piece of rubber tubing
around the threads of the boom hose
tensioners. Tie strap, NSN 5975-00-
570-9598, holds the tubing in place.

If it’s not already marked, get your
mechanic to stencil DO NOT LUBE
SHAFT on the frame above or below
the slide shaft.

Hose Rub
Hydraulic hoses under the forklift’s

boom get a raw deal. The hoses rub

that position, the battery runs down—
leaving you with a forklift that won’t
start.

Sounds simple, but make sure the
switch is in RUN before you hop from
the cab.

No Lube on Fork Shaft
A light coat of grease on the fork

slide shaft may seem like a good idea
for easing the forks back and forth.
Not so.

Grease attracts dirt and grit like a
magnet. That combo acts like sandpa-
per and scores the bearings inside the
fork tines.

So use dry cleaning solvent to re-
move the gunk, then grease no more.

Stencil warning

before you�
leave, make sure�

my control switch
is in run!

gotcha!

i can�
bounce�
back!
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Add tubing here

Leave switch in RUN position
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Each cover sits over a thermal switch
that turns on a fan that cools the hy-
draulic fluid used to operate the SEE’s
backhoe and attachments.

Stepping or sitting on a cover presses
down on the switch and can break it.
Then you have no fan and no cooled

Small Emplacement Excavator . . .

To help prevent future problems,
stencil No Step on the covers.

Check wires and terminals

fluid. Hot oil can blow a hydraulic line
or seal.

If the fans are not starting or stop-
ping during operations, shut down the
SEE. Your mechanic will remove the
cover and eyeball the switches for bro-
ken wires or bent wire terminals.  Pages
4-147 to 4-149 of TM 5-2420-224-
20-2 tell how to reconnect the wires or
replace a thermal switch.

Remove covers to check for damage

he protective covers on the control
tower of the SEE’s hydraulic oil cooler
are not seats or steps. When they are
used that way, you end up with an
NMC SEE.

that�
puts me out of�

action!

�
yeouch!�

�
�
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behold half-masticus-- my�
courageous son hercules! he is doing�

splendidly with the twelve labors that king eurystheus�
has set before him. he has destroyed the hydra ,�

driven away the birds of stymphalia, and�
is triumphing over the nemean lion.

but, as�
important�

as these tasks�
are, they're not�

teaching him�
anything�

about�
preventive�

maintenance!

you have�
good reason�
for concern,�
mighty zeus.�
how will he�

ever command�
an army without�
understanding the�

importance�
of pm?

i must�
interrupt his�

labors! you will�
teach him�

the ways of pm�
as only you�

can.

it will be my�
pleasure.
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what�
is the meaning�

of this?!

whoosh

father zeus!�
i was walking�
by the sea and�
suddenly�
--whoosh--�
i'm here. i have�
much left to�
do for the�
king and. . .

all of that�
can wait, my son. the�

king will never know that�
you're gone. i, myself, will put�

a labor before you for�
your own good.

as�
you wish,�
father.
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you�
will accompany�

half-masticus to a�
time and place of�

his choosing, where�
he will instruct�
you in the ways�
of preventive�
maintenance.

whooshed

prepare�
to be�

whooshed!

hmm...�
i might get�
to like it�

here.

uhh. . .�
our labor�
lies in this�
direction,�

private�
hercules.

what�
manner of�
beast is�

this?

this, my olympian�
friend, is a d7g tractor,�
the perfect equipment�

for our pm lesson.�
modern armies use it�
to move mountains�

of dirt.

but to do that,�
this dozer needs careful�
inspection. . . especially�

the undercarriage.

what do�
the soldiers�

in this modern�
army look�

for?

to begin�
with, worn parts.�

one leads to another . . .�
then another . . .�
then another . . .
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so,�
half-masticus,�
what will make�
an end to the�

matter?

the bottom�
line? to get the�

tension right,�
they should�

always, always�
follow the info�
in the dozer's�

technical�
manual.

is there�
not more�

their hands and�
eyes can�

do?

certainly! just like�
a thrown horseshoe, a missing�

or broken grouser can be costly. it�
will let dirt, mud and rocks get into�
the track assembly. and that will cut�

down efficiency as the wear�
and tear piles up.

also,�
they should be on�

the lookout for grouser or�
plate wear caused by slippage,�

impact or friction. another�
thing-- they should make sure�

the track shoe bolts are tight.�
loose ones will damage�

shoes and links.

how will�
their eyes behold a�

loose bolt ?
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so you want to�
catch the first one before�
it causes other problems.�

very wise!

exactly.�
now here's what�

they look for.

all the undercarriage�
components hinge on�
the exact track�
adjustment. an�
out-of-whack track�
can damage adjustment�
components or�
track chains.

he looks�
for too much�

sag here.

they look for�
fractures in the track�

itself, the links, the�
pins and the�

bushings.

how�
will a soldier�

know truly when�
a track is. . . how�

did you say.. .�
out-of-�
whack?

"they check the idlers�
and rollers for loose
mounts, leaky seals�
or lots of wear."

"and tooth wear�
on the drive�
sprocket. severe�
wear will cause�
the track to jump�
off the sprocket."

"it will have a shiny area around
its head, or dirt broken away by
vibration. but just looking at it�
won't hack it--they have got to�
use their fingers."



what is�
this round�

object?

it's a track�
roller. it has to�

turn freely and carry�
its share of the�

load.

soldiers should�
always make sure it's�

clean. mud packed around�
the roller can freeze�

it harder than a�
glacier.

i can apply�
this knowledge to�
my sword, my bow,�

my chariot. . .

. . .everything!

yes.. .�
i do believe�

you've learned the�
pm lesson here.�
let's tell your�

father.

father, i . . .

now�
he's come�

up with the�
remaining�

labors.�
i don't think�
you're going�

to like�
the next�

one.

clean�
the augean�

stables!

hmm.. .

what if�
pss-pss-pss�

and how about�
pss-pss.

yes.. . i�
think that can be�

arranged.

also,�
they look�

for grease or�
oil on the tracks.�

if they see any,�
the seal is blown.�

they then get�
their mechanic�

to replace�
it fast.

i thank you,�
my teacher. i see�

now how important�
this preventive�

maintenance�
is.
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no time!�
i was wrong. king�

eurystheus did notice that�
you were gone, and he's�

very angry!

a short�
whoosh later...



look,�
half-masticus,�

my strong and valiant�
son is also resourceful!�

thanks to you�
and pm!
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that's�
no bull.
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Chinook mechanics, keep your aircraft’s aft engine mount link (dog bone) with
the airframe whenever an engine is removed. If you don’t, you’ll have to order a
new one before installing the engine.

When an engine is removed, the dog bone is often removed, too, and often
misplaced. Each engine has its own dog bone, and each one is specifically
adjusted to align that engine’s drive shaft with its combining transmission.

The dog bone has its own storage place on the outside of the airframe, just
below and to the right of the engine.

After engine removal, put the dog bone there, so that its adjustment stays
intact. You mount the dog bone to the airframe with the same hardware used to
attach it from the engine mount to the engine.

now it'll be�
there when we�
reinstall the�

engine.

CH-47 . . .

Don’t Lose Your Dog Bone
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Brace Up the Bracket
The Apache auxiliary power unit cover’s upper bracket assembly, NSN 1560-
01-186-4078, can come unglued from the firewall. Once it’s loose, it can
cause FOD.

So, make sure the bracket stays put. After you glue it back in place, put
a monel rivet, NSN 5320-01-042-2896, in each side of the bracket with a
0.032-in 2024 T3 aluminum backing plate on the other side of the firewall. The
rivets should be centered on the bracket 3/8 inch from each edge. That will keep
it secure.

A PS 529 (Dec 96) article on this fix
showed a picture of the lower bracket
on the engine mount. That was wrong.
Never put any rivets in this bracket.
That will weaken and crack the engine
mount support and you’ll have to re-
place it.

Check
fluid level
indicator
before
and after
firing

AH-64 . . .

AVIM’s job is to tear down the re-
coil adapters during each phase
maintenance to check for corrosion im-
proper assembly, and binding parts.
The procedure’s in Para 4-8-2 in TM
9-1090-208-23-1-2.

Remove and install the adapters the
way it shows in Para 4-7-6.

Inspect the adapters for leakage and
proper fluid level when you do the
BEFORE and AFTER FIRING checks
in Para 4-5-1 and Para 4-5-2.

Your job is making sure high-
pressure water is kept away from the
recoil adapters.

Then, use only damping fluid, NSN
9150-01-056-7346, to fill the adapters.
The procedure’s in Para 4-7-7 of TM
9-1090-208-23-1-1.

• Internal check valves not working
because they had been reassembled
using too much sealing compound
or the wrong kind of sealing
compound

• Corrosion resulting from water
forced into the adapters by high-
pressure washing

• Bent indicator rods caused by
improper removal of the adapters
To stop recoil adapter problems, you

repairmen will need to work with your
AVIM.

hold it!�
don't you know�

what high pressure�
water can do to�
my gun's recoil�

adapters?

hold it!
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Use correct damping fluid

Put
rivets
here...

...not here

f the recoil adapters for the AH-
64’s 30mm guns stop recoiling, all sorts
of damage can result. One aviation
unit’s searchlights stopped working be-
cause gun vibration broke the lights’
mounting screws and electrical relays.

Investigation of that unit’s recoil
adapters showed the following
problems:
• Wrong damping fluid, which

caused poor recoil damping
• Loose internal adapter parts caused

by improper reassembly



Dear Editor,

To boresight the Avenger’s machine gun, you’re supposed to sight on a
tree or telephone pole 1,000 meters away. Unfortunately, in the desert or
some of the other training areas, there often are no trees or poles.

To handle those situations, we created our own boresighting target.
We took a 4- x 4-ft piece of plywood and painted it white. Then we painted

a red cross on it.
We take the target to the field and when we can’t find a target for

boresighting we set up our own.

SFC Jeff Miller
C Co, 1/62 ADA
Ft Lewis, WA

Avenger Missile System . . . Javelin Missile System . . .

It’s easy to tell when to charge the
BB-390A. Just check its state-of-charge
indicator to see how much charge is
left.

The PP-8444A/U
can also be powered with the J-6363
24-volt vehicular cable, NSN 5940-01-
427-9395, which hooks up to a
vehicle’s NATO slave receptacle.

?

now�
we'll be able�
to boresight�

easily!
yeah, but only if�

we turn the target�
around!

rechargeable�
power!? where do�

i sign up?
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he Javelin has signed on to the
Army’s policy of using rechargeable
batteries as much as possible.

So, Javelineers, that means you now
use the rechargeable BB-390A, NSN
6140-01-419-8187, to power the com-
mand launch unit, with two exceptions:
➢ during war
➢ when the temperature is above

130°F or below 4°F
Then you must use the BA-5590 be-

cause the Army says the primary bat-
tery must be used in those situations.

The BB-390A should let you oper-
ate from eight to 18 hours. To charge
it, you will need PP-8444A/U univer-
sal portable charger, NSN 6130-01-
443-0970. Charging normally takes two
hours. With a battery
adapter, NSN 5940-
01-427-9110, the
charger can charge
two batteries at the
same time.

Thanks for the suggestion!

Universal portable battery
charger, PP-8444A/U

AP-390A adapter, NSN
5940-01-427-9110

24-volt DC
vehicular cable



Small Arms . . .

eing given a new job that you’re
not trained to do can be frightening.
But new company armorers often find
themselves in that position. You may
have had little or no training in weap-
ons, but you’re still made responsible
for all weapons in the company.

Don’t fear. Help is available.
Most Army posts have an armorer

training program that gives an over-
view of:
• M16 rifle/M4 carbine, M203

grenade launcher, and most of the
machine guns

• Arms room procedures
• Security requirements
• Maintenance forms

the quantity of tapes you need. APO
addresses must include their unit/box
number, CMR/box number, or PSC/box
number.

Or order on the Internet from:
http://dodimagery.afis.osd.mil/

Click on Search DAVIS/DITIS. Then
click on PIN/ICN search. Type in the
PIN and click on Search. Once the title
comes up, click on it. Go to the bottom
of the screen and click on Order It!

The best person to check with on
what training is available at your post
is your unit training officer. The local
ACALA logistics assistance represen-
tative is also a good source.

Help is there. Just ask.

Small Arms, Part 2,” PIN 710593, deals
with the M16A2 rifle and M60 ma-
chine gun.

You can get the tapes through your
Training and Audiovisual Support Cen-
ter (TASC), or from the Joint Visual
Information Services Distribution Ac-
tivity by fax at DSN 795-6106 or
(717) 895-6106, or by e-mail at:

vibuddy@ptd.net
Or write to:

JVISDA
Warehouse 3/Bay 3
11 Hap Arnold Blvd
Tobyhanna, PA   18466-5120

Include your name, full mailing ad-
dress, the title and PIN number of the
film, format (VHS, for example), and

Also, most direct support folks will
be happy to answer your questions
about the weapons you work with, their
gauging requirements, and the forms
needed to turn weapons in for repair.
Your understanding of your job makes
their job easier

In addition, two free videotapes are
available to help you inspect, repair,
and maintain rifles and machine guns.
“Organizational Maintenance on Small
Arms, Part 1,” production identifica-
tion (PIN) 710417, covers the MK19
and M249 machine guns and the M9
pistol. “Organizational Maintenance on
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if this scene�
seems familiar,�
here's some help�
finding the help�

you need.

who am i�
kidding? i don't�

have a clue!

i'll have�
this place squared�

away in no time,�
captain wilson.

now you're�
the one in charge of�
all the company's�

weapons.



M240-Series Machine Guns . . .

NSNs Are Here
Many of the parts for the M240 machine gun that you previously had to order
by part number now
have NSNs. The NSNs
are in the latest
revision to TM 9-
1005-313-10. If you
haven’t received
the revision, jot
down these NSNs
in your -10:

M2 Machine Gun . . .Small Arms . . .

To tell if an unlined barrel is bad,
check its bullet strike pattern on a
target. If the pattern is erratic, the bar-
rel should be turned in. Also turn in

the barrel if you see tracer bullets go-
ing downrange erratically.

To order a lined barrel, NSN 1005-
00-726-6131, send a funded requisi-
tion to:

TACOM-ACALA
ATTN: AMSTA-AC-NCDC
Rock Island, IL   61299

If you have questions about ordering
lined barrels, call Pam Lund at DSN
793-7365, (309) 782-7365, or Tim
Hildebrant at DSN 793-6463.

armorers, you no longer�
have to depend on an outdated�
supply catalog to inventory�
your small arms tool kit,�

nsn 5180-00-357-7770.

okay! you�
got me! i'm�

unlined!

* Replacement NSN

Page # Item description NSN 1005-01-
B-2 Ammunition adapter 431-8324
B-2 Sling with hook assembly 439-6899
B-4 Barrel assembly (Item 1B) 433-7220
B-8 Spare barrel case 442-8626
B-10 Flex assembly mount 411-6340*
C-1 M24 blank firing attachment 431-7919
C-4 M122A1 mount 433-1617

Check here for part number

A revised SC 5180-95-A07 for the
tool kit was included in the latest edi-
tion (Sep 98) of EM 0074, the CD
ROM containing most of the Army’s
SCs.

Your supply shop should have a
copy of EM 0074. If it does, have
them print you a copy of the 30-page
tool kit SC.

If they don’t have EM 0074, they
should immediately put it on their
pubs account with IDN 212093 and
order a current copy with PIN
075815000.
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ven though unlined M2 machine gun
barrels haven’t been available for years,
there are still some in the field. And
they’re still causing problems.

Barrels without the special metal
lining wear out 80 percent faster than
lined barrels. They also fire XM903 and
XM962 saboted light armor penetrator
(SLAP) ammo very inaccurately.

It’s OK to use unlined barrels for train-
ing with .50-cal ammo and the M19
blank firing attachment. But mark the
unlined barrels with a 1-in white paint
strip around the barrel near the carrying
handle notches so they’ll be easily iden-
tifiable and used only for training.

The easiest way to tell if a barrel is
unlined is to check the part number on
the outside of the barrel. A lined barrel
has a part number of 7266131. Any other
number means the barrel is unlined.



M40/M42-Series Masks . . .

3. Fold the rest of the hose inside the
facepiece.
4. Put the mask in the carrier upright
with the eyelenses facing away from
your body. Do not fold the mask.

Never substitute the new M42 car-
rier for the M40 carrier. The larger M42
carrier lets the M40 mask twist itself
out of position and get damaged.

Store mask
upright with
eyelenses
facing away
from body

M42 carrier is too large for M40

Tuck hose and hood in carrier first

Mask upright,
eyelenses
facing away?

M42M40

M40
Stow the M40 upright in the carrier

with the eyelenses facing away from
your body. Do not store a canister in
the face cavity. Do not fold the mask.

ouch!�
folding me�

like that�
is killing�

me!

2. Tuck as much as possible of the hose
and hood into the carrier.

M42
1. Stick the canister in the carrier first
with the quick disconnect coupling
completely through the carrier’s side
opening.

you�
gotta know�
when not to�

fold 'em!
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“Don’t fold it” is what every NBC NCO
should be telling his unit about their M40
and M42 masks.

Many soldiers are folding their masks
when they put them in the carriers. But
folding shears the drink tube coupling and
pokes holes in the facepiece. Then the mask
is ruined. Inspections at some posts have
found as many as 40 percent of masks are

ruined.
The folding culprits seem not to be young sol-

diers, but the veterans who started out with the
M17 and M24 masks, which were folded for stor-
age. They forget it’s a different story with the
M40 and M42.
So, NBC NCOs, tell your soldiers—especially

the older ones—”Please don’t fold” and show them
these procedures for storing the M40 and M42.

Make your job easier by copying this ar-
ticle and giving everyone a copy.



M40/M42-Series Masks . . . AN/VIC-3 . . .

So you put brand new alkaline batteries in your AN/PVS-5C/7A/7B night
vision goggles—and nothing happened.

You pull the batteries out, clean each end
to get off corrosion, clean the goggle termi-
nals, and reinsert the batteries, while making
absolutely sure they are in right. Again, nothing
happens.

Before you turn the goggles in for repair, pull
out the alkaline batteries and try a lithium bat-
tery. If it works, the problem is in the alkaline
battery box.

You’ll still need to get the battery box fixed,
but the lithium battery will keep you in business
to meet your mission needs.

Night Vision Goggles. . .

Do a SwitcharooDo the same with the other eyelens.

Trap sand

Do this until all the sand has washed
to the center of the eyelens. Trap the
sand with a clean cloth. Turn the mask
over and pull the cloth away. The sand
is gone and the eyelens hasn’t been
scratched.

Turn mask over

Try a lithium battery

Check ear
cushions

did you�
say something,�

sarge?

�

have you�
checked the�

shape of your�
ear cushions�

lately?
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Add water and swirl

that's�
not the way!�

do you want to�
blind me?

i'll wipe�
that sand from your�

eyelenses.

oo many eyelenses on M40 and M42
masks are ruined because soldiers clean
out sand and dirt from the eyelens rims
with a dry cloth. The cloth drags the
particles across the eyelenses and
scratches the plastic. Eventually you
can’t see through the eyelenses. Blind-
ness is a drawback in the field.

Here’s a better way to clean the
eyelenses.

Turn the mask face down. Put a table-
spoon of water in the center of the
eyelens. Swirl the water around the
eyelens like you are panning for gold.

oo many eardrums
take a beating
because of damaged
ear cushions in the
AN/VIC-3 intercom
system’s CVC
helmets. A broken,
deformed, leaking
or damaged ear
cushion, NSN
5965-01-418-5535, causes not only
poor commo, but also possible hearing
loss.

So be responsible for your own ear
cushions. After all, it’s your hearing.
Every time you put that CVC helmet
on, give the ear cushions a good look.
If they’re damaged, get them replaced.
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If you still find stress cracks, the
problem could be the cord is working
loose. 

.
Your six antenna feed sockets catch

dirt and moisture that lead to corro-
sion. Keep them clean with isopropyl
alcohol, NSN 6810-00-753-4993, and
a foam swab, NSN 7045-01-154-1317.

2. Loop the cord around an antenna
feed on the lower cone. Then loop it
around a feed on the upper cone.
3. Weave the cord up, down and
around until you get back to where
you started.
4. Pull it tight and tie it with two more
half-hitches.
5. Trim any extra cord and melt the
edges to prevent fraying.

what's�
wrong with the�

antenna? it�
looks sick.

i am sick!�
corroded�

connectors, broken�
cable! i'm a�

mess!

OE-254 Antenna . . .

Use the cap any time the RF cable is
not connected to the feedcone. Too
many caps dangle down and flop
around, not being used. All it takes
is a few seconds to screw the cap on
the connector, but it could save a
feedcone connector from being ruined
by corrosion.

Now turn the feedcone over and
check it for stress cracks.

If your feedcones are cracking, put
the word out to your unit on how to
reinforce the feedcone with nylon cord,
NSN 4020-00-262-2019:
1. Cut about three feet of cord. Tie
one end to an upper cone antenna feed
using two half-hitches. Cinch the knot
tight.

id you hear the one about how im-
portant preventive maintenance is to
the OE-254 antenna?

No?
Then read this article, copy it and

stick a copy in each OE-254 kit.

AS-3166 Feedcone Assembly
The feedcone is the heart of your

antenna. Start your “heart” PM by giv-
ing it a little shake. If you hear a rattle,
the magnetic core inside likely has bro-
ken loose. Turn it in and get another
feedcone.

One way to help keep the feedcone
on the job is to be careful raising
and lowering the mast. See Para 2-9 of
TM 11-5985-357-13 for details.

If the feedcone passes the shake test,
look inside the RF connector cap. It
should have a rubber insert. If it’s miss-
ing, replace the cap.

Give feedcone a shake

Start off with two half-hitches

Loop cord around all
antenna feeds and tie it off

Insert missing? Replace cap
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Make sure the pin is not bent or bro-
ken. You can straighten a bent pin with
needle-nose pliers, but do it gently or
you’ll be turning the cable in with a
broken pin.

Just twist the bore brush down into
the socket and turn it several times.
The stiff fibers loosen corrosion and
clean out the grooves.

Don’t overdo it, though. Too much
of this good thing can wear out a
socket.

Finally, treat the feedcone like the
fragile piece of equipment it is. Make
the feedcones one of the last things
you store. Stencil the OE-254 storage
bag to warn folks not to toss things on
top of the feedcone.

MS-116, MS-117, AB-24
Elements

Keep the antenna elements free from
corrosion with water-displacing com-
pound, NSN 6850-00-142-9409, and
silicone, NSN 6850-00-880-7616.

First, though, clean the connecting
area of each element with your
antenna’s guide rope.

Loop the rope around the element.
Pull back and forth from both ends of
the rope.

The friction created by the rope
cleans the connecting area.

good pm�
before setting up�

will make your�
antenna a solid�

sender!

Don’t use a scouring pad to do this
cleaning! Scouring pads wear down the
metal and strip the element.

Once the contact areas are clean,
spray them with water-displacing com-
pound. Then give them a light coat of
silicone compound.

Your element PM will be easier if
the elements are attached hand tight.
Elements that have been muscled to-
gether get damaged when they have to
be muscled apart.

Wrap electrical tape, NSN 5970-00-
419-4291, around each connection to
keep moisture out and corrosion away.

CG-1889 RF Cable
The connector that mates your CG-

1889 RF cable to the feedcone might
be your OE-254’s number one prob-
lem area.

For stubborn corrosion, try using a
small arms bore brush, NSN 1005-00-
903-1296. Use cleaning rod handle,
NSN 1005-01-113-0321, for a better
grip and more twisting force.

Take more stress off the cable con-
nector by using electrical tape.

Put a small bow or loop in the cable
just below the feedcone. Tape the cable
to the uppermost section of the mast.

Now tape
the cable
down the
mast about
every five
feet.

A bent or broken pin is often the
result of too much strain on the cable.
To prevent this, use the strain relief
clamp, NSN 5975-00-563-0229, every
time the antenna is raised. Attach it to
the upper guy plate of the mast like it
says in Para 2-4 of TM 11-5895-357-
13. Be careful not to bend the clamp
when you use it. A bent clamp will not
hold the cable.

The diamond pattern inside the clamp
does not quite do the holding job it
was intended to do. Help it out by
roughing it up a bit with a file. Just
scuff it. If you overdo it, the clamp
will cut into the cable.

Bore brush loosens corrosion

Pull rope back and forth

Connector pin damaged?

Use strain relief clamp

Loop cable

Scuff diamond pattern with file
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CECOM Safety-of-Use Message
(SOUM) 92-02-01 said to apply MWO
11-5985-357-30-1 to the OE-254 an-
tenna, NSN 5985-01-063-1574.

The MWO extends the life of the
antenna support sleeves, mast sections,
and mast and base assembly by elimi-
nating a cause of stress cracks.

But some antennas never got modi-
fied since many units were deployed
to Operation Desert Storm when the
MWO came out. So, CECOM reissued
the SOUM in Mar 96.

Now another problem has surfaced.
All the antennas in the supply system
were bought before the MWO was first
issued. Depot maintenance tried to
modify all existing antenna stock, but

OE-254 Antenna  . . .

Ever wish your AN/ASM-146 main-
tenance shelter had the workhorse ca-
pabilities of the AN/ASM-189 van?

Well, the CECOM genies have
granted that wish.

You can now add a more powerful
DC power supply (100 amps) and a
variable frequency converter to your
shelter.  Both are off-the-shelf and state-
of-the-art. You can also upgrade the

main electrical service, the power en-
trance box and the power distribution
box.

This modification upgrade is no free-
bie, though. It will have to come out of
your unit’s funds.

For more info on this mod, call
CECOM at DSN 992-5549.  Or e-mail
them at:

Shedlock@mail1.monmouth.army.mil

some unmodified antennas slipped
through.

 So check out your OE-254 to make
sure the MWO has been done. If the
MWO has been done, the tabs and
notches will be removed from the mast
sections. If your mast still has its tabs
and notches, send it off to support for
the MWO. Also send the mast and base
assembly and the two antenna support
sleeves.

ve vant you

to pump us up!pumppump

let's get�
this antenna�

set up.

first, let's�
check the mast�
to see if its been�

modified.

Tabs? Notches?

If yes, turn them in

AN/ASM-146 Shelter . . .

It’s Time to PUMP Them Up

Before you send it off, though, check
it over.

Inspect the antenna mast section
poles for stress cracks at the squared
corners of the notch. If you find any
cracks that extend more than 21/2
inches from the bottom of the pole, it
can’t be modified, so just turn it in and
get a new one.

The modified mast will be one sec-
tion shorter, but will transmit as well
as ever and last longer, too.

If support doesn’t have a copy of the
MWO, they can get it from the local
CECOM Logistics Assistance Repre-
sentative or from Half-Mast.

i'm�
hans und he's�

franz.
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Dear Half-Mast,

Some of the items in our first
aid kits, NSN 6545-00-922-
1200, have passed their expiration
dates. Is it OK to use them? If
not, how do we replace them? We
don’t have the NSNs for individual
items.

SFC H.F.

First Aid Kits . . . Hardware . . .

Description NSN 5340-
Padlock, 15/16-in 00-158-3805shackle

Set of 6, keyed alike 01-437-0625
Set of 10, keyed alike 01-408-8452
Set of 24, keyed alike 01-437-0627

Item Qty per kit NSN Unit of
issue

Iodine 10 packets 6505-00-148-7096 144
Field dressing 3 ea 6510-00-159-4883 1

Field compress 1 ea 6510-00-200-3075 1
Gauze bandage, 3-in x 18-ft 2 ea 6510-00-200-3185 12

Triangle bandage, 37-in x 37-in x 52-in 1 ea 6510-00-201-1755 1
Adhesive bandage, 3/4-in x 3-in 18 ea 6510-00-913-7909 300

Rolled elastic bandage, 2-in x 12-ft 1 ea 6510-00-935-5820 10
Surgical tape, 1-in x 54-in 3 ea 6510-01-060-1639 100

Petrolatum gauze, 3-in x 36-in 3 ea 6510-01-112-6414 12
Surgical blade 1 ea 6515-00-754-0426 5

Scissors 1 pr 6515-00-935-7138 12
Exam glove 4 ea 6515-01-364-8554 100
Dental bag 1 ea 6520-00-926-9041 100

Eye dressing 1 ea 6545-00-853-6309 12
Case 1 ea 6545-00-113-3722 1

Dear Sergeant H.F.,
If they’ve expired, or are missing, see your medical support folks to get them

replaced. If they can’t fill your needs, here are the items you need for each kit:

this�
ought to�
patch up�

their first�
aid kits.

Here’s what’s�
available...

Padlock, 3-in shackle 01-408-8434
Set of 6, keyed alike 01-437-0630
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If you’re looking for 200-series, low
security steel padlocks, you’re looking
in the right place.

Padlocks . . .
Lock It Up

give your�
knuckles a�

break and use�
me to get a�

grip on these�
fasteners.

f you’ve lost your grip on a screw or bolt because of.. .
✔ stripped-out screw heads or rounded corners,
✔ a worn tool, or
✔ a bad angle on the fastener,
.. .reach for some gripping compound
before you lose your temper, too.

A couple of drops on a tool or on the
fastener could give you just the grip you
need to turn it out or off.

You can buy the compound by the case
through the supply system. NSN 6850-
01-420-9041 brings a dozen 3-oz bottles
for air and ground applications. NSN
6850-01-418-8759 brings twelve 3-oz
bottles for underwater use.

You can also order 1/2-oz, 11/2-oz and
3-oz sizes directly from E-Z-Grip at (800)
650-6456 or from their web site at:

http://www.ezgrip.net
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don't�
be cruel�

and give me�
a toss . . .

. . .just�
because some�

parts got�
lost!

he Logistics Support Activity
(LOGSA) at Redstone Arsenal, has a
hotline ready to help you. LOGSA puts
a wealth of logistics knowledge at your
fingertips.

Normal business hours are 0600 to
1730 hours central time, but you can
send e-mail or leave a phone message
at any time. Just call:

(800) 878-2869, (256) 955-0499, or
DSN 645-0499

Or e-mail:
hotline@logsa.army.mil

Along with your question, always
leave your name, phone (DSN or com-
mercial), location and e-mail.

Someone will contact you within 48
duty  hours.

Among other items, LOGSA can pro-
vide assistance on:

• Air shipment clearance
• Army oil analysis program

(AOAP)
• Equipment deficiency reporting
• FED LOG discrepancies and

price challenges
• Logistics data bases
• Publications (electronic technical

manuals and supply catalogs)
• Remote terminal access
• Sample data collection
• Serial number tracking
• Vehicle registration
• Warranty claims

. . .anytime you�
need logistics�

information.

call or�
e-mail the�

customer support�
center. . .

Melt both ends to keep
cord from unreaveling

Knot it

Use 10-in
nylon cord

Tie it

Cup, NSN 8465-00-165-6838

Cap, NSN 8465-00-930-2077

Cover, NSN 8465-00-860-0256

If the flip-up cover
on the chemical pro-
tective cap’s drinking
tube valve breaks off,
make a quick fix.

Use a 10-in piece of nylon cord, such
as NSN 4020-00-262-2019. Cut the
broken strap off the canteen cap. Drill
a 1/8-in hole about a 1/4 inch from the
broken edge of the strap that’s left on
the flip-up cover. Run the cord through
the hole, and knot it. Tie the other end

around the cap strap. Use a
match or lighter to melt both
knots. That will keep the knots
from unraveling.

 1-qt plastic canteen suffering
from lost parts is not necessarily a can-
didate for the trash can. There is no
TM for it, but you can get replacement
parts. Here’s what’s available:

Cap
strap,
NSN
8465-
01-082-
6449

Canteen,
NSN 8465-
01-115-0026
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Unit Level Logistics System . . .

Check the monitor, CPU and printer
cable connections to be sure they are
firmly connected. If they need tighten-
ing, use a small screwdriver with a
light touch or you could damage the
cable connectors.

Daily
Make sure computer and printer

vents are not blocked. The components
will overheat if they don’t get enough
air.

take care of�
your computer and�
ull your worries�

will be less.

your commercial�
computer has no tm to�

follow, so follow the pmcs�
schedule below.

be sure�
the power is�

off first!

ouch!�
don't be so�

rough!

phew!�
is it me�

or is it hot�
in here?

never use�
sprays or liquids�

directly on the computer�
equipment.

be careful when�
pouring cleaning solutions�

near the keyboard or monitor.�
spilling them into either�

can destroy the unit.

Use a disk cleaning kit to clean disk
drives. Order the 3.5-in disk drive
cleaning kit on DD Form 1348-6 us-
ing NSN 7045-01-309-3489. The
5.25-in disk drive kit is NSN 7035-01-
154-1315. Put in the remarks block,
“NSN not on AMDF.” These kits usu-
ally come with a cleaning disk or pad
and cleaning solution.

Clean tape drives with a tape car-
tridge kit. Order the 60-meg tape drive
cleaning kit with NSN 7035-01-373-
5972 on DD Form 1348-6. Put “NSN
not on AMDF” statement in the re-
marks block.

If the cleaning kits are not available
for the disk or tape drives, use isopro-
pyl alcohol, NSN 6505-00-655-8366,

and foam swabs, NSN 4920-01-243-
0571. Using cotton swabs can leave
lint on the tape heads.

Firmly holding the keyboard, turn it
upside down and use a soft bristle brush
to get lint and dust from between the
keys. If you don’t have a brush, very
gently tap the keyboard while it is up-
side down.

Weekly
Clean the computer’s outer casing and monitor with a clean cloth dampened

with clean water.

give�
dust the�
brush!
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Other Bits and Bytes
Keep small items such as paper clips and map tacks away from your computer.

Small objects can find their way into small openings and cause large problems.
Always remember to keep coffee, soda and all other liquids away from your

computer. It’s not waterproof!
Make sure the labels on your disks are firmly in place. Loose labels can get

stuck in the disk drives and cause some major damage!
Finally, back up files daily or in accordance with your local SOP. You

don’t want to lose the hard work you’ve done.

Turn On
Now that you’ve completed one

PMCS, do another to safely turn on
the system. Turn the equipment on
one piece at a time with P-M-C-S.
“P” stands for printer, “M” for moni-
tor, “C” for computer (CPU), and “S”
for success.

Why PMCS? Remember the system
must read and access files when it first
comes on. If a surge occurs as these
files are being accessed—like a printer
or a monitor starting up—the data in
those files can become unusable.

it's as�
easy as�

pmcs!

beat it�
you guys!�

you get on my�
nerves!

M35A3 Fuel Element
Don’t be confused by the kit information
shown for the fuel/water separator
element for your M35A3 truck in TM 9-
2320-386-24P. The element, Item 3 of Fig
36, is not part of any kit and is available
with NSN 2910-01-363-3089. The O-rings
you need are also available separately.
They are NSN 5331-00-579-6495 (Item 7)
and NSN 5331-01-333-6444 (Item 9). Make
a note until the TM is corrected.

     Window Glass for FMTVs
Get the left door window glass for your
FMTV with NSN 2510-01-436-1359 and

the right door glass with NSN 2510-01-
363-2562. Make a note in TM 9-2320-
365-24P (21/2-ton) for Item 10 in Fig

183. Item 10 of Fig 211 in TM 9-2320-
366-24P needs the same note.

   M978 Tanker Extinguisher
To get the right fire extinguisher for
your M978 HEMTT fuel tanker, order
NSN 4210-01-460-9083. Make a note

for Item 22 on Page B-14 of TM 9-2320-
279-10-1 until the TM is changed.

PLS Elbow Fittings
The parts info for the elbow fittings
shown as Items 6 and 26 in Fig 290 of TM
9-2320-364-24P is switched. NSN 4730-01-
281-5891 gets Item 6 and NSN 4730-01-
280-8351 gets Item 26. Both elbow fittings
are connected to the palletized loading
system tractor truck’s emergency
steering hydraulic pump.

HEMTT Slobber Kits
Got a HEMTT that suffers from engine
slobber? Forget about unburned fuel and oil
leaks by getting support to install a slobber
tube kit, NSN 2815-01-210-0374. It’s the same
tube kit used on the M911 HET.

FMTV Desert Tan Covers
Use NSN 2540-01-437-1463 to get the desert
tan cargo cover with bows for the 21/2-ton
version of FMTV. Use NSN 2540-01-436-9658
for the same stuff for 5-tonners. Note these
NSNs in your TMs until they are added.
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         Why don’t�
you just drink�

it straight from�
the pan?
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